
✦ HIPAA compliant, secure with 128 bit encryption
✦ AMA Licensed ICD/CPT® databases
✦ Download free app on iTunes AppStore
✦ Available on iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch
✦ Android version coming soon
✦ Monthly subscription service, no contracts
✦ Free 30 day trial
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gingerCube introduces a mobile charge capture solution - maxRVU®

Charge capture on smart phone 
maximizes your revenue...

Practicing physicians face many 
billing challenges today that eat away 
at their monthly income.

One of the most common 
challenge is charge capture, where 
the physician is required to record the 
most optimal ICD diagnosis code and 
CPT® code for a particular procedure 
or patient visit. Current methods 
range from paper and pen, digital 
notes and audio recordings. These 

are highly inefficient and result in lost 
billing opportunities or even under 
billed cases.

gingerCube offers a mobile 
solution to end all your code billing 
frustration - maxRVU®. Available on 
the iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch, 
maxRVU® allows physicians to 
efficiently capture patient data, code 
ICD/CPT® at point of service and 
transmit that information immediately 
to their back office for error free 
billing.

maxRVU® uses the latest 
technology on the iPhone like GPS, 
Camera, Microphone to offer you a 
rich experience, automate and 
minimize your data entry and look up 
information on the go.

Medical groups can share 
patients between their doctors and 
keep track of shared billing sessions.

Billers get clean, formatted data 
as soon as the data is captured. No 
more waiting for scribbled super bills.

Experience it today and start 
maximizing your revenue...

maxRVU®
mobile charge capture solution

CPT® copyright 2009 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.
iPhone, iPod touch and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc.

Start Now!
Visit www.gingercube.com and sign up
Download
www.iTunes.com/apps/maxRVU

http://www.gingercube.com
http://www.gingercube.com


Phone app features...

✦ Mobile Real Time charge capture at point of service
✦ Application available offline with automated sync
✦ Geo-locate hospital & view patients in that hospital
✦ Add voice notes to your charge capture
✦ Take pictures of Patient Record for later verification
✦ Clone sessions for faster capture
✦ Code Reference - Search ICD or CPT® codes
✦ App locked with a PIN for security and privacy

email: info@gingercube.com • phone: 972.607.9792 • web: www.maxrvu.com

Web app features...
✦ Widgets and graphs showing practice at a glance
✦ Biller and Office manager views
✦ Add doctors to your group and share patients

✦ Dedicated portals for Billers
✦ Export PDF reports
✦ Mark sessions for processing later


